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Honour School of History and Economics

Brief note about nature of change: Correction to option paper title

Location of change

In Examination Regulations 2019, http://www1.admin.ox.ac.uk/examregs/2019-20/hsohistandecon/administratorview/

Effective date

For students starting before MT 2019
For examination in 2019-20

Detail of change

1. Amend citation 1.26 as follows:

1.26 For all Economics papers [For students starting before MT 2019: (which shall be taken to include British Economic History since 1870 Development of the World Economy since 1800 but not other papers in Economic History)] [For students starting from MT 2019: (including Development of the World Economy since 1800)] candidates are permitted the use of one hand-held pocket calculator from a list of permitted calculators published annually by the Department of Economics on its Undergraduate website, which will be updated annually in the week prior to Week 1 of Michaelmas Term.

Explanatory Notes

A notice was published in the 20/07/2017 edition of the Gazette to change the title of ‘British Economic History since 1870’ to ‘Development of the World Economy since 1800’ in the Honour School of Economics and Management examination regulations for students starting the FHS from MT 2017. However, the change was not cross-referenced to the Honour School in History and Economics regulations.